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Very few forms of early ancestors go on to proliferate today in the living world•
Darwin - "This View of Life" 

Evolution has an effect on many scales in our lives-

The idea revolutionised our world-view, eating away at every traditional concept, and 
challenging and transforming fundamental concepts

○

"the most important idea anyone ever had" Daniel Dennett-

Importance/danger of Darwin's View of Life

FALLACY: Survival of the fittest

In every generation there are people that are not evolutionary successful○

Some people have many thousands of descendants○

Some individuals are our ancestors >1 times (inbreeding)○

Every organism today is the product of repeat successes•

Natural selection is a consequence of successful mating over time•

Relatedness = probability that a given pair of relatives will share the same copy of a 
given gene by descent

○

Each generation, relatedness to each descendants halves•

Survival of the fittest only encompasses part of the picture of natural selection

"vehicle to vehicle": The replicator (gene) is copied and transmitted from ancestor to 
descendent

•

'memes work the same as genes' - performance, feedback, revision○

Genes that make bodies successful at reproducing will become more common•

Change in gene frequency = evolution  •

Replicators

Change in genes ○

Result of natural selection○

Evolution•

"Nature" does the selecting○

e.g. Farmers learn to select deliberately: Plants with bigger, softer kernels were 
picked by Myan gatherers to get larger cobs with bigger kernels - corn

▪

Humans are interfering with plant and animal selection○

Natural selection•

Evolution & Natural Selection

Dogs come from wolves: wolves started to become closer/help humans -> 
those that did not cooperate were disadvantaged

□
e.g. domesticated dogs: human-directed breedings to exaggerate features▪

Domestication syndrome: Lyudmila & Belyaev experiment found that they 
began to look more and more like dogs and developed new vocalisations to 
express love

□

e.g. domesticating foxes: breeding the foxes that were less likely to snap was 
passed down in generations 

▪

Have dogs changed humans? People who had dogs were about to move through their 
environment with more comfortability - dogs were a 2nd pair of eyes

○

Natural selection in humans
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Infant survival○

Growth rate○

Fecundity (fertility)○

Immunocompetence (the ability of the body to produce a normal immune response 
following exposure to an antigen)

○

Attractiveness to mates (phenotypes)○

Cooperativeness (ability to work together in society -> increases chance of survival)○

Intelligence○

How nature selects: •

Evolutionary psychologists think Environment shaped humans into hunter-gatherers •
But recent evolutionary selection show that humans are able to adapt to variable 
environments - incl. cultural, economic and environmental variation

•

Environment of evolutionary adaptedness

Domesticating Humans

Domesticating other animals -> less aggressive animals tamed humans-

OR humans experienced an evolutionary selective pressure to be friendly and cooperative  
(self-domestication)

-

If humans have domesticated themselves, how?

Our neural crest genes have changed, also changing our adrenal gland activity -> change in 
physical traits (no brow bridge, smaller brain case, shorter nasal bone, smaller teeth, smaller 
jaw, survival dependent on socialising - like a dog Vs. wolf)

-

How has that affected us?
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Variability: differences between individuals in a certain trait1.
Selection: external forces that allow some traits to pass on more easily than others2.
Heritability: ability to be passed on3.

Requirements for evolution

Speed and agility to mutate? No
how many dots 25
No correlation between speed and agility
Do not lose energy if you miss a dot

Stabilising selection: narrowing the ends of both sides and have a 'peak' in a certain trait

Speed and agility to mutate? yes
how many dots 25
Weak correlation between speed and agility
Do not lose energy if you miss a dot

Relationships between affect how they evolve-

Bimodal distribution between speed and agility
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